Job Description – Loan Analyst
Company:

Aspire Financial Technologies Incorporated (Aspire)

Posted:

July 4, 2016

Start Date:

Immediate

Job Type:

Full-Time

Location:

Toronto

Compensation: Competitive (salary plus equity options)
Reply to:

website: aspirefintech.com

Aspire Gateway
The Aspire Gateway is a cloud-based infrastructure solution that unlocks the power of loan data contained in Excel spreadsheets and
better connects Alternative Lending Originators and Investors with powerful networking, workflow, data, analytics and reporting tools.
Role and Responsibilities
The Aspire Gateway normalizes data from alternative lenders for servicers, portfolio managers, banks, and other financial institutions.
Gateway transforms data across multiple Originator sources, through the analysis performed by our Loan Analysts.
As a key member of the Aspire team, you will:




Lead or assist with the analysis, structuring and normalization of substantial amounts of consumer and business lending data
across multiple loan Originators and lending verticals
Collaborate with the engineering and analytics teams to integrate applicable analytical toolkits into the software
development process
Become the point-person with both Originators and Investors in discussions involving “raw” loan data, structuring and
normalization and work with the user engagement team to understand customer requirements

Qualifications and Education Requirements







Experience with loans and loan data, including a minimum of 2 years in banking or capital markets in a consumer or business
loan and/or securitization focus
Min. Undergraduate degree in one of: Finance, Accounting, Computer or Statistical Science, or Engineering
High degree of proficiency in Excel, with experience of R and Python programming languages an advantage
Demonstrated project management skillset and a history of leading and delivering on external client projects
Strong entrepreneurial spirit and a passion for disruption and building new products
Flexibility to travel and work beyond the normal 9-5 work window.

What we offer





Competitive Salary and equity options in a fast-growing technology company
A start-up culture with a small, flat organizational structure, constant access and input from the Founders, and a team
comprised solely of A players
The ability to expand your knowledge base across new and exciting lending frontiers through direct access to both Originators
and Investors that are leading the growth of Alternative Lending globally.
Downtown Toronto location in a modern building, with lounge access, Wednesday Happy Hours and convenient TTC access

About Aspire FinTech
Aspire Financial Technologies Inc. is a Toronto-based MaRS financial technology start-up that was founded in the summer of 2015 by
David Fry and Mark Lecker. Leveraging David’s 20+year capital markets, credit and fixed income expertise, with Mark’s 25+ year Asset-

Backed Leasing background, Aspire is in a unique position to capitalize on the current opportunities in this fast-growing sector of
financial services, which is ripe for disruption through the application of better data and better technology.
www.aspirefintech.com

